
THE CHALLENGE:

For more than 15 years, FirstLight Fiber, 
a leading provider of fiber-optic data, 
Internet, data center and voice services 
to enterprise and carrier customers, has 
been building and operating its own fiber 
optic network throughout New York and 
Northern New England. Over the years, 
the company has grown both organi-
cally as well as strategically including the 
acquisition of Lebanon, NH-based segTEL 
in 2011 and the assets of VT-based TelJet 
in 2013 and G4 Communications in 2014.  
The FirstLight network today spans more 
than 260,000 fiber miles in five states and 
up to Canada.

While each of these acquisitions (segTEL, 
TelJet and G4 Communications) was 
very good at moving traffic around their 
regional networks, it was clear that just 
simply interconnecting these disparate 
networks at one or two common locations 
would not be enough to meet FirstLight’s 
business goals. Connecting the networks 
together in this fashion would have 
resulted in maintaining multiple equip-
ment types and software versions in 

the combined network and create high 
latency due to the number of nodes data 
would have to traverse to get to the final 
destination.  

FirstLight sought to create a unified plat-
form leveraging best in breed technology 
that would “future-proof” its network, 
while at the same time enable 100 Gbps 
connectivity ubiquitously across its 
network; and eventually scale to 200 Gbps 
and 400 Gbps capabilities. This unified 
platform would interconnect FirstLight’s 
key markets and would allow for the 
company to continue the organic growth 
of its native network and take advantage 
of potential strategic network-expansion 
opportunities in the future.  

Thus began FirstLight’s search for the right 
network solution providers. 

THE SOLUTION:

To satisfy FirstLight’s needs for a unified 
platform, the design needed to seamlessly 
adapt to changing bandwidth needs, inter-
connect its key markets, be cost-effective, 
and able to handle its long-haul needs. 

CHANNEL PARTNERS CASE STUDY
“FirstLight is focused on supporting its cus-
tomers’ needs, and this network enhancement, 
which now makes 100 Gbps capability ubiqui-
tously available, further demonstrates our com-
mitment to the continued enhancement of the 
suite of services offered. The 100 Gbps provides 
customers with a reliable and efficient means 
to transport their mission critical data, and now 
that our entire network is capable of scaling 
above 100 Gbps, our customers can be confident 
that we will continue to support their business 
applications.” 

James Capuano, 
Chief of Network Operations  

for FirstLight Fiber

“With the rise of enterprise and consumer 
demand for cloud computing, HD video, and 
mobile applications, network operators are 
under significant pressure to deliver new ser-
vices and increased capacity to support them. In 
this partnership with LightRiver, we engaged in a 
consultative relationship with FirstLight to help 
monetize its network with a robust, flexible and 
programmable infrastructure that delivers a new 
set of services that are in demand in Upstate New 
York and Northern New England.”

Jason Phipps,  
Vice President and General Manager 

 of North America, Ciena

“LightRiver is proud to work with FirstLight on 
this important project and applauds the company 
for continuing to offer the innovative solutions 
needed for businesses to thrive in the digital age. 
After evaluating what’s available in the market, 
FirstLight has taken decisive action to undertake 
this network upgrade leveraging best-in-breed 
technology from Ciena.  In doing so, it proves 
that 100 Gbps connections are no longer just for 
customers located in tier 1 markets by making 
them available for everyone throughout Upstate 
New York and Northern New England. This net-
work upgrade is a game changer for customers 
by providing increased flexibility and bandwidth 
opportunities.”

Michael P. Jonas,  
President of Global Sales and  

Marketing for LightRiver

THE TRANSITION TO 100G:  
FIRSTLIGHT FIBER, LIGHTRIVER TECHNOLOGIES AND CIENA 
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BETTER NETWORKS, FASTER... It’s possible with LightRiver

2016  is the year more and more metro networks are transitioning to 100G. With the 
exponential growth of cloud services traffic, content and service providers 

are scrambling to meet bandwidth demands in the networks connecting data centers, users, 
partners and peering points, with end-to-end 100G infrastructure solutions that efficiently 
deliver massive capacity, low-latency, improved network utilization and better performance. 

THE YEAR OF 100G

THE CLIENT: 
FirstLight Fiber headquartered in Albany, New 
York, provides fiber-optic data, Internet, data 
center and voice services to enterprise and 
carrier customers in New York and Northern 
New England with connectivity to Canada con-
necting nearly 2,000 locations in service with 
an additional 14,000 locations serviceable by 
our 260,000 fiber mile network.  FirstLight 
offers a robust suite of advanced telecommu-
nications products featuring a comprehen-
sive portfolio of high bandwidth connectivity 
solutions including Ethernet, wavelengths and 
dark fiber as well as dedicated Internet access 
solutions, data center services, and voice 
services such as SIP trunks, virtual PBX, and 
traditional TDM solutions.  FirstLight’s clien-
tele includes national cellular providers and 
wireline carriers and many leading enterpris-
es, spanning high tech manufacturing and re-
search, hospitals and healthcare, banking and 
financial, secondary education, colleges and 
universities, and local and state governments.

THE OPTICAL
NETWORK INTEGRATOR: 
LightRiver Technologies designs, engineers, 
commissions and supports next generation 
solutions for mission-critical clients that re-
quire the highest capacity, reliability and re-
siliency that today’s optical communications 
technology can deliver. A leader in integrating 
the multi-vendor, Factory Built Network® solu-
tion, LightRiver is an expert in Tier 1 Packet 
Optical, DWDM/ROADM, MPLS and Carrier 
Ethernet systems, and in successfully migrat-
ing legacy networks to the next generation. 
LightRiver delivers unique value across the 
United States with turnkey solutions, carri-
er-grade quality and unparalleled customer 
care in multi-technology networking. 

THE NETWORK 
EQUIPMENT PROVIDER: 
Ciena® (NYSE: CIEN) is the network specialist. 
Ciena partners with its customers worldwide 
to not only unlock the strategic potential of 
their networks and fundamentally change 
the way they perform and compete, but also 
to identify new solutions to bring to market. 
Ciena leverages its deep expertise in packet 
and optical networking and distributed 
software automation to deliver solutions in 
alignment with its OPn architecture for next- 
generation networks. It enables a high-scale, 
programmable infrastructure that can be 
controlled and adapted by network-level 
applications, and provide open interfaces to 
coordinate computing, storage and network 
resources in a unified, virtualized environment.

LightRiver Technologies, Inc.
2150 John Glenn Drive, Suite #200
Concord, CA 94520-5655

Corporate HQ: (925) 363-9000
Fax: (925) 363-9001
Sales & Marketing: (941) 552-9410

Ciena Corporation
7035 Ridge Road
Hanover, Maryland 21076

Corporate HQ: (800) 921-1144
Fax: (410) 694-5750
Sales & Marketing: (800) 207-3714

It was crucial the platform be flexible 
enough to allow for easy insertion of traffic 
along its route and capable of expanding 
into future markets without a complete 
redesign or forklift upgrade.

Enter LightRiver Technologies, an  
integrator of multi-vendor transport 
networks and leader in Factory Built 
Network® design and commissioning.  
Upon the engagement with FirstLight, 
LightRiver designed a network solu-
tion to FirstLight’s exact specifications. 
Ciena, one of the industry’s top network 
specialists and valued LightRiver partner, 
was crucial in enabling the 100-Gbps 
network upgrade. LightRiver’s design 
utilized Ciena’s 6500 Packet-Optical 
Platform equipped with third generation 
WaveLogic Coherent Optics as its Core 
network platform.

LightRiver’s complementary expertise in 
methodically delivering turnkey networks 
from greenfield to fully operational 
next-generation transport solutions is 
deeply rooted in comprehensive knowl-
edge of multi-technology protocols, the 
latest carrier-grade equipment offer-
ings, legacy migration strategies and a 
thorough understanding of FirstLight’s 
business drivers. 

Another tool FirstLight needed was a plat-
form that would be able to better manage, 
monitor and control network performance. 
The platform FirstLight chose was Ciena’s 
OneControl Unified Management System, 
which provides simple point-and-click 
service provisioning to enable faster 
service turn-up and end-to-end visibility 
of network performance.

THE RESULT:

After an in-depth analysis of available and 
roadmap technologies by LightRiver and 
FirstLight technical, operations and exec-
utive teams, the Ciena 6500 was selected 
for the backbone network. LightRiver 
designed, furnished and deployed a 
multi-degree ROADM solution that fully 
addressed all of FirstLight’s network 
needs. FirstLight is now well positioned 
to provide Ethernet and Wavelength 
services at nearly every granularity up 
to 100 Gpbs ubiquitously across its 
network. The LightRiver and Ciena long-
haul DWDM platform is among the best 
on the market, and with the multi-degree 
ROADM, FirstLight has the flexibility to 
add capacity to existing markets while 
simplifying the addition of new markets 
as the company continues to expand.


